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Literacy in the host country’s language.  
 



In which language to teach? 

1. For the immigrants parents 

2. For the young people 

3. For the workers 

4. For ourselves 

5. For the foreigners 

Why? 

 acefir  



Learning process 

- listening 

- speaking 

- reading and writing 
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Method: easy, fast. 

With aim of developing students’ autonomy as soon as possible. 



Oral literacy 
Pictures support and e-learning 

1st Unit: living and working in the host country 



 acefir  El nostre món 

The Method 

Syllabic 

Visual 

maó 



simple syllables  c  +  v and feminine singular 
(1st book)    ma, pa, te, si, no 
inverse syllables  v  +  c and masculine singular 
(2nd book)   el, es, en, on 
complex syllables c + v + c    and  feminine plural  
(2nd book)   pam, sol, mal, car, les 
          c + c + v                       
    gla, pla, 
                 v + c + c    and  masculine plural  
    arc, alt 
    c + v + c + c    
    sant, talc, part, dard, corb 
    c + c + v + c    
    plat, tres, clar, flor, braç    
    c + c + v + c + c              
    trans, trenc,  



simple syllables 

El nostre món 
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inverse syllables 

and complex 

syllables  
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El nostre món 



easy Reading 
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El nostre món 



Índex 

 

1. The market 

 1.1. We all eat fruits Maghreb 

 1.2. The Mediterranean  Eastern countries 

 1.3. Terces, kilos, pieces   South America 

 1.4. Skirts and trousers  Sub-Saharan Africa 

 1.5. All clean and tidy 

 1.6. Money for buying and  selling  all the countries of the world 

2. Getting to know our environment 

 2.1. Making friends during dinner time  Asian countries 

 2.2. The beginning of a journey 

 2.3. If you have drunk, don't drive  North America 

 2.4. "The spaghetti" joined by a thread 

 2.5. The Earth: source of life 

 2.6. I can read in Catalan Oceania 




